GitOps Cloud Security Model
Rein in Cloud Security Complexity with
GitOps and Trusted Delivery
Injecting security into CI/CD pipelines
is now more critical than ever.
By 2025, more than 99% of cloud
breaches will be because of user
misconfigurations, reports Gartner.
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The adoption of cloud-native applications has introduced multi-layered security challenges. This model
aims to raise awareness on how GitOps and Trusted Delivery (policy as code) can help organizations fortify
their cloud-native infrastructure against misconfigurations and potential security breaches.

Regular CI/CD Pipeline
A regular CI/CD pipeline, little or no automation, ad hoc security limited
to code reviews, security bolted-on.
Typical CI/CD Pipeline
Shares credentials across several logical security boundaries
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The typical single-direction, push-based CI/CD pipeline has one serious security flaw: The
read-write credentials are exposed from your CI tool right into your cluster, leaving you open
to malicious attacks.
Security assurance: No security checks,
leaving the CI/CD pipeline vulnerable
to attacks.

Runtime scanning: Limited or unavailable
runtime scanning of code in production.
Based on third-party-security scanners
and systems.
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Non-compliant push-based deployments:
Credentials are used and shared across the
CI/CD pipeline, increasing the attack surface.

Remediation: Best effort and ad hoc at best.
Manual root cause analysis and lengthy
mean time to remediate (MTTR).

Secure by Design Framework
GitOps framework implemented, CI/CD pipelines automated,
and only approved code is delivered into production.
GitOps Pipeline
Credentials are never shared across a logical security boundary
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Stronger security controls: Credentials
between tools are read-only all along the
pipeline with critical credentials and secrets
kept inside of the cluster itself.
Fully-auditable trail: At every point in time,
all changes are auditable with who made the
change, what it was, and when it occurred.
Everything-as-code model: (e.g. IaC). All
changes are fed into an automated pipeline that
verifies, deploys, and monitors those changes.
Automated deployments: Using a GitOps
agent (e.g. Flux) to automate deployments
and avoid sharing cluster credentials to
3rd party tools.
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Configuration repo: Using a configuration
repo with the desired state.

Compliance gaps identified: Integration
with 3rd party tools and manually creating
compliance policies to ensure compliance.
Pull-based deployments: They prevent
the exposure of cluster credentials outside
of the production environment.
Controlled access and governance: Using
Git repositories, you can enforce different
permissions on your Git repository, restricting
who can deploy code, the number of reviews
necessary, and more.
Easy system recovery and rollbacks:
GitOps configures the entire platform. If a
violation or security issue/gap is detected,
you can quickly roll back to a previous
stable release.

Risk-based Approach
Trusted Delivery: GitOps coupled with policy as code, security,
and compliance policies are codified into CI/CD pipelines.
Developer guardrails: Codified security
policies act as developer guardrails at
commit time, preventing violating code from
making it into production.
Continuous compliance: Compliance issues
are fixed as they occur with consistent
application and infrastructure auditing.
Embedded security controls: Pull-based
deployments, continuous runtime scanning,
and standardized security policies prevent
security flaws from making it into production.
Fine-grained access control and
governance: Using policy as code, you
can implement deployment workflows and
permissions.
Security violation detection: The policy
engine compares IaC files stored in
repositories against runtime configuration
for any security violations.

Automatic remediation: Any policy
violations or security misconfigurations are
automatically fixed.
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Shift Left with Trusted Delivery and Policy as Code
Trusted delivery is the practice of codifying security and compliance policies in
GitOps pipelines, a.k.a policy as code, enabling organizations to shift left.

Proactive Security Framework
Using a self-service platform model,
engineering departments will have a
dedicated team for governance, security, and
compliance. This team will be responsible for
integrating security policies using the latest
threat modeling techniques, embedding
industry-specific compliance checks, and
enforcing operational best practices.
Dedicated platform team: A cross-functional
platform team (security and compliance
champions) who integrate relevant policies
according to industry standards and the
latest threat reports.

CI/CD policy enforcement: Using pullbased deployments and customized security
workflows, policies are enforced at both
commit and runtime.

Centralized access control: The platform
team will be able to categorize and control
via Kubernetes role-based access control
(RBAC) who has access to which templates.

Proactive security: Achieve holistic
resilience with incident-response playbooks
and multi-layer response time reduction.
Using the latest threat reports, the platform
team can update security policies with the
latest threats.

Continuous compliance: Prevent compliance
violations with commit time scans and
advanced in-house, industry-specific policies.

Self-service via GitOps templates: The
platform team can set up templates for
application teams.

Continuous deviation analysis: Noncompliant changes made directly to runtime
environments are detected and reported or
automatically remediated using drift analysis.
Automatic remediation: Automation
playbook(s) depending on the incident
is mapped to a remediation action
(e.g. pull request).

Self-Service Developer Platform
Most mature DevOps teams have adopted a self-service development
platform model, according to the State of DevOps Report 2021.

Weave GitOps
Continuous Application Delivery Platform

Weave GitOps, a full stack GitOps platform,
enables trusted application delivery through
the Weave Policy Engine, a catalog of
100+ OPA-based policies that DevOps
and Platform teams can embed into their
software development lifecycle.
The policy engine includes operational
and DevOps best practices, and industry
standards such as CIS Benchmarks, NIST,
PCI DSS, GDPR, and MITRE ATT&CK empowering enterprises to build security
and compliance as part of their daily
workflows.

Request a demo now with one of
our experts and find out how we
can help you reign in and secure
your cloud-native infrastructure.

